We study solution approaches for the design of reliably connected networks. Specifically, given a network with arcs that may fail at random, the goal is to select a minimum cost subset of arcs such the probability that a connectivity requirement is satisfied is at least 1− , where is a risk tolerance. We consider two types of connectivity requirements. We first study the problem of requiring an s-t path to exist with high probability in a directed graph. Then we consider undirected graphs, where we require the graph to be fully connected with high probability. We model each problem as a stochastic integer program with a joint chance constraint, and present two formulations that can be solved by a branch-and-cut algorithm. The first formulation uses binary variables to represent whether or not the connectivity requirement is satisfied in each scenario of arc failures and is based on inequalities derived from graph cuts in individual scenarios. We derive additional valid inequalities for this formulation and study their facetinducing properties. The second formulation is based on probabilistic graph cuts, an extension of graph cuts to graphs with random arc failures. Inequalities corresponding to probabilistic graph cuts are sufficient to define the set of feasible solutions and can be separated efficiently at integer solutions, allowing this formulation to be solved by a branch-and-cut algorithm. Computational results demonstrate that the approaches can effectively solve instances on large graphs with many failure scenarios. In addition, we demonstrate that, by varying the risk tolerance, our model yields a rich set of solutions on the efficient frontier of cost and reliability.
Introduction
We study solution methods for the design of reliably connected networks. Specifically, given a graph G = (V, A) with arcs that may fail at random, the goal is to select a minimum cost subset of arcs such that a connectivity requirement is satisfied with probability at least 1 − . We focus on two types of connectivity requirements. For directed graphs, we consider s-t connectivity, which requires that there exists an s-t path in the graph. For undirected graphs, we consider full connectivity, which requires all nodes in the graph to be connected. The chance-constrained model we use provides a probabilistic alternative to existing deterministic models for the design of reliably connected networks, such as the the survivable network design model of Grötschel, Monma, and Stoer [20] .
We model each of these problems as a stochastic integer program with a joint chance constraint (sometimes referred to as a probabilistic constraint). We show that these problems are both N Phard, even when all failure scenarios are equally likely. We first study a formulation that introduces binary variables to model whether or not the connectivity constraint is satisfied in each failure scenario. We describe methods for separating the valid inequalities required to make the formulation valid, enabling it to be solved by a branch-and-cut algorithm. We also describe new classes of valid inequalities and study their facet-inducing properties. We next consider an alternative formulation that uses fewer binary decision variables. This formulation is based on a class of inequalities derived from probabilistic graph cuts, a probabilistic extension of graph cuts in deterministic graphs to graphs with random arc failures. This exponential class of inequalities can be separated efficiently for integral solutions, again allowing this formulation to be solved by a branch-and-cut algorithm. An advantage of this approach is that the number of variables in the formulation is independent of the number of scenarios used to model the random arc failures.
A related model has been studied by Beraldi et al. [9] , in which design of a network that is fully connected with high probability is considered. The approach in [9] is based on an extended formulation that introduces a set of variables and constraints for every failure scenario, making this formulation impractical for instances with large graphs or many failure scenarios. While [9] provides heuristic solution approaches that have reasonable computational time, the exact solution methods based on this extended formulation require thousands of hours for their test instances. We show that our approach is able to solve similar instances, but having many more failure scenarios, in less than two hours. A similar problem has also been studied by Fischetti and Monaci [19] , where they assume that arc failures are independent and separate reliability constraints are imposed on each connected component of the graph. In contrast, we directly require that the graph be connected with high probability, and do not assume that arc failures are independent. Andreas and Smith [2] study an extension of the two arc-disjoint paths model to a probabilistic setting. They also assume that arcs fail independently, and the solution approach depends on this assumption. Our model does not use the two arc-disjoint paths constraint, and instead uses the chance constraint alone to ensure that solutions of sufficient reliability are constructed. Sorokin et al. [40] study a fixed charge network flow problem with random arc failures. Their model uses conditional value-at-risk as a risk measure to control the flow losses. We do not consider flow volumes, and instead focus on design of networks that are reliably connected.
In general, chance-constrained stochastic programs are hard to solve [33] , although promising results have been obtained for some special cases. Classically, Charnes et al. [14, 15] propose a convex deterministic reformulation of a single-row chance constraint with joint normal random coefficients. Another special case that has received considerable study is a joint chance constraint where only the right-hand side is random, that is, the chance constraint takes the form P{T x ≥ ξ} ≥ 1 − where ξ is a random vector and T is deterministic. If ξ has a continuous and log-concave distribution, this constraint defines a convex set and hence nonlinear programming techniques can be applied [35, 36] . When ξ is a discrete random variable, approaches based on certain nondominated points (known as p-efficient points) of the distribution have been studied [10, 18, 38] . If ξ further is assumed to have finite support, an approach based on strengthening the corresponding mixed-integer programming formulation using inequalities from [5, 21] has been successful [23, 28] . Methods for more general chance-constrained problems, in which either the constraint matrix T may be random, or recourse decisions can be made to satisfy a set of constraints after observing the random outcomes, have been studied in [8, 25, 26, 37, 41] . Our approach is most similar to [25, 26] in that it allows decomposition by scenario, but exploits the graph structure to obtain an alternative formulation and new classes of valid inequalities.
To further motivate the model we use, we compare it in more detail to the survivable network design (SND) model [20] . (See [29] for a more detailed survey of deterministic models and formulations for reliable network design problems.) In particular, for the case of s-t connectedness, an SND model would require the selected network to include k arc-disjoint paths between s and t, for some integer k ≥ 1. A potential drawback of this approach is that it cannot take advantage of information on the probability distribution of arc failures, if this information is available. As an example, consider the graph depicted in Figure 1 . The labels (α, β) on each arc represent the probability α that the arc is available and the cost β. In this example the arcs are assumed to fail independently. Using the SND model, there are two possible optimal solutions, corresponding to whether we set k = 1, or k = 2.
• For k = 1, the optimal solution to the SND model is the minimum cost path: (s, 2) and (2, t).
The corresponding cost is 2, and the reliability is 0.76.
• For k = 2, the optimal solution to the SND model is: {(s, 1), (s, 2), (1, t), (2, t)}. The corresponding cost is 5, and the reliability is 0.9196.
In the chance-constrained model that we study, we choose a minimum cost set of arcs subject to a constraint that the probability that a path exists from s to t using these arcs is at least 1 − . Here, varying the minimum reliability 1 − allows the decision-maker to explore the trade-off between cost and reliability. Table 1 shows the optimal solutions of the chance-constrained model for different values of 1 − . Each row presents the minimum specified reliability 1 − , the optimal set of arcs, the cost of these arcs, and the actual reliability of these arcs (which may be higher than the minimum). Of these, only the shortest path solution, obtained with 1 − = 0.7, can be obtained as an optimal solution of the SND model. Also, the solution obtained using 1 − = 0.9, which has actual reliability 0.9315, dominates the SND model solution with k = 2 in terms of both reliability and cost. Thus, we see that, by varying the target reliability, the chance-constrained model may yield a richer set of possible solutions than a deterministic model.
Outline. In Section 2 we study a chance-constrained s-t connected network design problem in a directed graph, give the problem description and an extended mixed-integer programming (MIP) Table 1 : Solutions of chance-constrained network design model for graph in Figure 1 for varying values of 1 − .
formulation, and show that the problem is N P-hard. We present and study the first formulation in Section 2.1 and the second formulation, based on probabilistic s-t cuts, in Section 2.2. In Section 3 we extend our approaches to the chance-constrained fully connected network design problem. In Section 4 we present computational results.
2 Chance-constrained s-t connected network design
Let G = (V, A) be a directed graph with node set V and arc set A. Each arc a ∈ A has a nonnegative cost c a , and the cost of selecting a subset of arcs Q ⊆ A is c(Q) := a∈Q c a . The arcs of the graph fail randomly according to some known distribution. Thus, the set of available arcs is a random subsetÃ of A. Since the total number of possible failure outcomes is finite, without loss of generality we model the random failures with a finite set of scenarios N . Specifically, we assume P{Ã = A k } = p k > 0 for k ∈ N , where A k ⊆ A is the set of available arcs in each scenario k, and k∈N p k = 1. Given a set of scenarios F ⊆ N , we let P(F ) = k∈F p k . LetG = (V,Ã) be the random graph having node set V and random set of arcsÃ. For a selected set of arcs Q, we define the graph G k (Q) to be the graph with node set V and arc set Q ∩ A k . For the special case of Q = A, we abbreviate G k (A) by G k , which represents the graph obtained in scenario k if every arc is selected. For Q ⊆ A, let S Q = {k ∈ N | ∃ an s-t path in G k (Q)} be the set of "success" scenarios if arc set Q is selected. Then, for s, t ∈ V, s = t, the chance-constrained minimum cost s-t connected network design problem is:
We assume throughout this paper that |N | is of moderate size (i.e., O(|A|)), so that, e.g., it is computationally feasible to evaluate P(S Q ) for a given Q by simply performing a graph search in each of the |N | scenarios. In general random graphs, the number of arc failure scenarios might grow exponentially in |A|. In this case, we assume that we have used Monte Carlo sampling to obtain a sample average approximation (SAA) having a moderate number of scenarios, and that the problem (1) that we wish to solve is this SAA problem. Because the set of feasible solutions of this problem is finite, the results of [27] imply that the probability that such an SAA problem yields an optimal solution to the original problem approaches one exponentially fast with sample size. The SAA problem can also be used to derive statistical confidence intervals on the optimal value of the true problem [32] . Additional results on SAA for chance constraints can be found in [11, 12, 13] . To formulate (1) as an integer program, we introduce binary variables x a for a ∈ A, where x a = 1 if and only if arc a is selected. For a binary vector x ∈ {0, 1} |A| , let A x = {a ∈ A | x a = 1} be the set of arcs induced by x. We also introduce binary variables z k for k ∈ N , where z k = 1 indicates that the graph G k (A x ) contains an s-t path. We can then formulate (1) as:
We assume < 1 to prevent (2b) from being redundant, and further assume that p k ≤ for all k ∈ N , since otherwise we could fix z k = 1. Finally, we assume that G k contains an s-t path for all k ∈ N , since otherwise we could fix z k = 0. One way to formulate the logical constraints (2c) using linear constraints is to introduce secondstage continuous variables {y k a } a∈A for each scenario k ∈ N , which are used in the following flow balance constraints that enforce the desired graph connectivity. (See [29] for further information on flow formulations for network design under connectivity constraints.)
Here δ + k (i) and δ − k (i) denote, respectively, the sets of exiting and entering arcs to node i ∈ V for each graph G k , k ∈ N . For any x ∈ {0, 1} |A| , if z k = 1, then (3) requires that there exists a flow of one unit from s to t, using only arcs a ∈ A x , and hence a path from s to t exists in G k (A x ). If z k = 0, the right-hand side of (3a) becomes 0, so it is feasible to assign y k a = 0 for all a ∈ A k , and hence the constraints corresponding to scenario k do not constrain the choice of arcs. Thus, replacing (2c) with (3) in (2) yields a valid MIP formulation of (2) . We refer to this MIP formulation as the extended formulation of (2) .
Before proceeding to our solution approaches, we note that (1) is N P-hard, even in the special case that all scenarios are equally likely. Theorem 1. The chance-constrained s-t connected network design problem (1) is N P-hard in the special case in which
Proof. First observe that (1) is equivalent to formulation (2): for every Q feasible to (1), ∃ (x, z) feasible to (2) with the same objective value, and conversely, for every (x, z) feasible to (2) there is a Q feasible to (1) with the same objective value. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove the problem formulated in (2) is N P-hard. By letting q = |N | , the decision version of (2) can be stated as follows.
(D-(2)) Given a directed graph G = (V, A), costs c a ∈ Z + on each arc a ∈ A, a positive integer J, a set of scenarios N with a set of available arcs A k ⊆ A for each k ∈ N , and a nonnegative integer q ≤ |N |, is there a solution (x, z) that satisfies (2c), (2d), k∈N z k ≥ |N | − q, and a∈A c a x a ≤ J?
Our proof is based on a reduction of the following N P-complete decision problem [28] to D-(2):
(DPCLP) Given binary numbers ξ kj , k = 1, 2, ..., n, j = 1, 2, ..., m, and integers K ≤ n, L > 0, is there a subset I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} such that |I| ≥ K and
Now given an instance of (DPCLP): (ξ kj , K, L), we reduce it to an instance of D-(2) as follows.
(a) Let V and A be given by:
where B is a set of "bypass" arcs, and D 1 , D 2 are sets of "direct" arcs:
(b) The cost c a on each arc a ∈ A is 1 if a ∈ D 1 , and 0 otherwise.
(c) The set of scenarios is N = {1, . . . , n}, and the arc set A k in scenario k is
See Figure 2 for an example of this construction with m = 2, and with the bypass arcs illustrated for some k ∈ {1, . . . , n} with ξ k1 = 0 and ξ k2 = 1 (the dashed line on arc (r 2 , r 3 ) indicates the arc is not present in scenario k = i). First, suppose the DPCLP instance is "Yes". Then there exists a subset I ⊆ N such that |I| ≥ K and m j=1 max k∈I {ξ kj } ≤ L. We claim that D-(2) is also "Yes". Indeed, let z k = 1 for all k ∈ I and z k = 0 otherwise. Then k∈N z k = |I| ≥ K = n − q. Also, we assign the values of x as follows:
• For j = 1, 2, ..., m: If max k∈I {ξ kj } = 0, let x (r j ,r j+1 ) = 1 and
If max k∈I {ξ kj } = 1, let x (r j ,r j+1 ) = 0 and x (r j ,v j ) = x (v j ,r j+1 ) = 1. In either case, the contribution to the cost of selected arcs is max k∈I {ξ kj }.
• x (s,r 1 ) = 1 and x (r m+1 ,t) = 1.
Clearly (x, z) satisfies (2d). Also, a∈A c a x a = m j=1 max k∈I {ξ kj } ≤ L = J. Now consider (2c). In any graph G k (A x ), node r 1 is connected from s, and node t is connected from r m+1 . In addition, for all k ∈ I, node r j+1 is connected from node r j , for all j = 1, 2, ..., m. Indeed, if max k∈I {ξ kj } = 0, then x (r j ,r j+1 ) = 1, that is, we have selected a "bypass" arc (r j , r j+1 ) that is in B k (and hence A k ) for all k ∈ I. On the other hand, if max k∈I {ξ kj } = 1, then x (r j ,v j ) = 1, and x (v j ,r j+1 ) = 1, we have selected the "direct" arcs (r j , v j ) and (v j , r j+1 ) that are available in all scenarios and connect node r j+1 from node r j . Thus, for any k with z k = 1 (k ∈ I), there exists an s-t path in G k (A x ), and hence D-(2) is "Yes". Now suppose the constructed D-(2) instance is "Yes". We show that the DPCLP instance is "Yes". Let (x, z) certify that D-(2) is "Yes" and let I = {k ∈ N | z k = 1}. By construction, |I| ≥ n − q = K. For any k ∈ I, there exists an s-t path in G k (A x ). Thus, for each j = 1, . . . , m, if x (r j ,v j ) = 0, then it must hold that x (r j ,r j+1 ) = 1 and max k∈I {ξ kj } = 0 (otherwise for some k ∈ I an s-t path would not exist in G k (A x )). Thus, for each j,
showing that indeed the DPCLP instance is "Yes".
A formulation based on scenario-based s-t cuts
The extended formulation with explicit flow constraints (3) may be very large when the sample size, |N |, is large, as the second stage recourse variables y have |N | different copies, each of which must satisfy a set of flow balance constraints. To avoid introducing these recourse variables and constraints explicitly, we seek a decomposition approach that implicitly enforces (3) using cutting planes, while working with a formulation that uses only the x and z variables.
Recall that an s-t cut in graph G = (V, A) is a set of arcs C ⊆ A that intersects every s-t path in G. For each scenario k ∈ N , let C k be the set of s-t cuts in G k . To emphasize that these are cuts derived from the deterministic graphs associated with individual scenarios, we call the s-t cuts from scenario graphs G k , k ∈ N , scenario-based s-t cuts. Applying the max-flow min-cut theorem to the extended formulation defined by (3) leads to the following integer programming (IP) formulation for (2) :
Proof. It is sufficient to show that the constraints (4c) are equivalent to (3), since we have already argued that (3) provides a valid formulation of (2c). Observe that the constraints (3) enforce that there exist an s-t flow of value z k in graph G k , where the capacities on the arcs in a ∈ A k are given by x a . By the max-flow min-cut theorem, such a flow exists if and only if the capacity of every s-t cut in G k is at least z k , which is the condition enforced in (4c).
We can relax the integrality on z variables in (4) and still have a valid formulation. Our computational experience is that this relaxation improves the performance of the branch-and-cut algorithm based on (4). Corollary 3. Consider problem (4) with z relaxed to z ∈ [0, 1] |N | . There exists an optimal solution to this relaxed problem with z ∈ {0, 1} |N | , i.e., it is optimal for (4).
Proof. Consider an optimal solution for the relaxed problem with z / ∈ {0, 1} |N | , i.e., 0 < z k < 1 for some k ∈ N . As x ∈ {0, 1} |A| , the left-hand side of (4c) is an integer. Thus, we can round up z k to 1 without impacting feasibility of (4b) and (4c). The rounded-up solution has the same objective value, and is feasible to (4), hence is optimal.
We call (4c) Benders inequalities, because (4) can be derived from the idea of Benders decomposition, where (4c) are feasibility cuts derived from (3). Now we derive additional valid inequalities for the feasible set Y of (2) (or equivalently, the feasible set of (4)):
For any set of arcs C ⊆ A, define F C as the failure set of scenarios corresponding to C:
In other words, F C is the set of scenarios k ∈ N that fail to have an s-t path if the set of arcs C is removed from the scenario graph G k .
Thus, C is an -probabilistic s-t cut if the probability that C is an s-t cut in the random graph is greater than . Since is fixed, we often refer to -probabilistic s-t cuts simply as probabilistic s-t cuts. It is immediate that probabilistic s-t cuts yield valid inequalities for Y .
Proposition 5.
If C is an -probabilistic s-t cut, then the probabilistic s-t cut inequality
is valid for Y .
Because of our assumption that |N | is not too large, given a set of arcs C, one can immediately check whether P(F C ) > , and hence determine whether (6) is valid.
Valid inequalities for Y can also be derived from a set of arcs C with P(F C ) ≤ . The idea is that, in order to satisfy the knapsack constraint (2b), we must either select an arc in C or set z k = 1 for some scenario k in which a path does exist in G k (A \ C), i.e., from the set N \ F C . Proposition 6. Let C ⊆ A be such that P (F C ) ≤ , and let T ⊆ N \ F C be a subset of scenarios that satisfies P(T ) > − P(F C ). Then the partial cut inequality:
Proof. Let (x, z) ∈ Y . If a∈C x a ≥ 1, (7) is trivially satisfied. So assume a∈C x a = 0, which implies by (2c) that
For a deterministic graph, the inequality a∈C x a ≥ 1 determines a facet of the dominant of the s-t path polytope if and only if C is a minimal s-t cut [39] . (Recall that an s-t cut is minimal if C C such that C is an s-t cut.) Similarly, we next provide conditions for the Benders inequalities, partial cut inequalities, and probabilistic s-t cut inequalities to be facet-defining for conv(Y ↑ ), the convex hull of Y ↑ , where
Studying conv(Y ↑ ) as opposed to conv(Y ) is justified because for nonnegative cost vectors c,
We assume for the following facet-defining results that all scenarios are equally likely, i.e., p k = 1/|N | for all k ∈ N , and let q = |N | . Then the inequality (2b) in the definition of Y becomes k∈N z k ≥ |N | − q, the condition P(F C ) ≤ in Proposition 6 is equivalent to |F C | ≤ q and the set T in Proposition 6 can be any subset of N \ F C with |T | ≥ q − |F C | + 1. Also, to state the sufficient conditions, we define for any C ⊆ A a bipartite graph (C, F C , B), where C and F C represent the two node sets in the bipartition, and the edge set B is defined by
That is, an edge {a, k} exists in the bipartite graph (C, F C , B) if and only if C \ {a} is not an s-t cut in G k . Also, for a ∈ C let δ B (a) ⊆ F C be the set of scenarios adjacent to a in (C, F C , B), i.e., the scenarios k ∈ F C for which G k ((A \ C) ∪ {a}) contains an s-t path. Similarly, let δ B (k) ⊆ C be the set of arcs adjacent to k in (C, F C , B), i.e., the arcs a ∈ C for which G k ((A \ C) ∪ {a}) contains an s-t path.
Theorem 7. Assume > 0 (so that q ≥ 1). Let C ⊆ A, and assume |F C | ≤ q.
(a) For any k ∈ F C , the Benders inequality, a∈C x a ≥ z k , is facet-defining for conv(Y ↑ ) if and only if C is a minimal scenario-based s-t cut in G k and δ B (k ) = ∅ for every k ∈ F C .
(b) Let T ⊆ N \F C be such that |T | = q−|F C |+1 and assume that for every connected component
Then the partial cut inequality (7), is facet-defining for conv(Y ↑ ).
(c) Assume:
(i) C is minimal, i.e. |F C \{a} | ≤ q for all a ∈ C, and
Then the probabilistic s-t cut inequality (6), is facet-defining for conv(Y ↑ ).
Proof. Let e j be a unit vector with a one in component j, and zero elsewhere. The dimension of e j will be either |A| or |N |, and will be understood from context. For a given set of arcs Q ⊆ A, let 1 Q := a∈Q e a and likewise for S ⊆ N , let 1 S := k∈S e k . We also use the notation x to denote a set of vectors of the form (x j , z j ) where x j ∈ R |A| and z j ∈ R |N | . First, observe that conv(Y ↑ ) is full-dimensional, since by definition the rays (e a , 0) are feasible directions for conv(Y ↑ ), and by assumption the point (1 A , 1 N ) and the points (1 A , 1 N − e k ) are feasible for all k ∈ N . Thus conv(Y ↑ ) contains a set of |A| + |N | + 1 affinely independent points.
(a) We first prove the conditions are necessary. If C is not a minimal scenario-based s-t cut in G k , then for some C C, the Benders inequality defined by C dominates the given inequality. If δ B (k ) = ∅ for some k ∈ F C , then a∈C x a ≥ z k + z k is a valid inequality that dominates the Benders inequality. This inequality is clearly valid when z k = 0, and is also valid when z k = 1, because δ B (k ) = ∅ implies that at least two arcs in C must be selected in order for an s-t path to exist in scenario k . Therefore, both conditions in (a) are necessary. Now, to prove the conditions are sufficient, fix any a ∈ C and for each k ∈ F C \ {k} let a k ∈ δ B (k ). We prove that the following |A| + |N | points are feasible, satisfy the inequality with equality, and are affinely independent:
It is immediate that all the points satisfy a∈C x a = z k . We next prove that the points in x 1 , x 2 , ..., x 5 are in Y ↑ . First, observe that for each point, k ∈N z k ≥ |N \ F C | ≥ |N | − q, and thus all the points satisfy (2b). Thus, it remains to check (2c): if z k = 1, then G k (A x ) contains an s-t path. For x 1 , this follows by definition of the set F C and because |F C | ≤ q. For x 2 , we use minimality of C: G k (A \ C ∪ {a}) has an s-t path for all a ∈ C, because otherwise C \ {a} is a scenario-based s-t cut in G k that has smaller cardinality than C. The points in x 3 all dominate a point in x 2 in the x values and are identical to the same point in the z values, and hence are in Y ↑ by definition. The points in x 4 are feasible by the same argument as for the points in x 2 , with the only difference being that the points in x 4 have z k = 0 for some k ∈ N \ F C , which only makes it easier to satisfy (2c). For the points in x 5 , there exists an s-t path in
Next, to prove these points are affinely independent, we subtract the point in x 1 from all the points in the other sets, to obtain |A|+|N |−1 points that we show are linearly independent. Placing these points in a matrix, with the corresponding variables labeled above the columns, yields the matrix:
where I r represents a r × r identity matrix, 0 represents an appropriately sized matrix of zeros, and * represents an appropriately sized unspecified matrix. As this matrix clearly has full-row rank, these points are linearly independent.
(b) Now consider a partial cut inequality, a∈C x a + k∈T z k ≥ 1. Let k * ∈ T be fixed (T = ∅ because |T | = q − |F C | + 1 ≥ 1) and let a * ∈ C be such that |δ B (a * )| ≥ 2. Consider the following set of points:
First, observe that all these points satisfy a∈C x a + k∈T z k = 1. We next show that the points in x 1 , x 2 , ..., x 4 are points in Y ↑ . In all points, k∈N z k ≥ |N | − |F C | − |T | + 1 = |N | − |F C | − (q − |F C | + 1) + 1 = |N | − q, and hence they satisfy (2b). Thus, it remains to check (2c): if z k = 1, then G k (A x ) contains an s-t path. This holds for the points in x 1 by definition of the set F C , and for the points in x 2 by the definition of δ B (a). For each point (x j , z j ) in x 3 there is a point (x , z ) ∈ x 1 for which z = z j and x j ≥ x , and hence (x j , z j ) is in Y ↑ by definition. The points in x 4 are in Y ↑ by the definition of δ B (a * ). Now, let (λ, µ, β) ∈ R |A|+|N |+1 define an arbitrary equation, λx + µz = β, satisfied by all these points. We show that this equation must be a scalar multiple of a∈C x a + k∈T z k = 1, which proves the partial cut inequality is facet-defining. Substituting the points into this equation yields the following equations:
a ∈A\C (10) yields λ a = 0 for all a ∈ A \ C. Subtracting (8) for k * from all equations in (9) with |S| = 1 yields
This implies that for a, a
, and subtracting (8) for k * from (9) for a and
Combined with (12) , this implies that for any k ∈ δ B (a ), (|δ B (a )| − 1)µ k = 0, and hence µ k = 0 for all k ∈ F . This same argument applies for all connected components, implying µ k = 0 for all k ∈ F C , and so by (12) , λ a = α for all a ∈ C. Next, subtracting (8) for k * from each equation in (11) yields (λ a * − µ k * ) + k ∈δ B (a * ) µ k − µ k = 0, and hence µ k = 0 for all k ∈ N \ (F C ∪ T ) since λ a * − µ k * = 0 and µ k = 0 for all k ∈ δ B (a * ). Then, (11) reduces to λ a * = β, and hence β = α. In summary, we have shown: λ a = α, for all a ∈ C, µ k = α for all k ∈ T , β = α, λ a = 0 for all a ∈ A \ C and µ k = 0 for all k ∈ N \ T , which completes the proof of (b).
(c) Consider a probabilistic s-t cut inequality, a∈C x a ≥ 1. Note that the condition (i) is equivalent to |F C | − |δ B (a)| ≤ q for all a ∈ C. Let a * ∈ C be such that |δ B (a * )| ≥ |F C | − q + 1 and consider the following set of points:
All of these points are in Y ↑ , and satisfy a∈C x a = 1. As in the proof of part (b), we show that if these points satisfy an arbitrary equation, a∈A λ a x a + k∈N µ k z k = β, then this equation is a scalar multiple of a∈C x a = 1. Indeed, using arguments identical to those in part (b), it can be shown that λ a = 0 for all a ∈ A \ C, µ k = 0 for all k ∈ N , and λ a = α = β for all a ∈ C.
We have not been able to show that all conditions in parts (b) and (c) of Theorem 7 are necessary. The condition that |T | = q − |F C | + 1 is clearly necessary for a partial cut inequality to be facet-defining, since otherwise taking a set T T with |T | = q − |F C | + 1 would yield a dominating inequality. It is also necessary that δ B (a) = ∅ for all a ∈ C and δ B (k) = ∅ for all k ∈ F C . Indeed, if δ B (a) = ∅ for some a ∈ C, then the partial cut inequality corresponding to T = T and C = C \ {a}, having F C = F C , dominates the partial cut inequality defined by C and T . If δ B (k ) = ∅ for some k ∈ F C , then the inequality a∈C x a + k∈T z k ≥ 1 + z k is valid: when z k = 0, the standard argument for partial cut inequalities applies, and when z k = 1, we need a∈C x a ≥ 2 since C \ {a} is still an s-t cut in G k for each arc a ∈ C. This inequality clearly dominates the partial cut inequality defined by C and T . For the probabilistic s-t cut inequality, minimality of C is necessary for it to be facet-defining, since otherwise the inequality is dominated by j∈C x j ≥ 1 for some C C. Similar to the partial cut inequality, it is also necessary that δ B (k) = ∅ for all k ∈ F C , since otherwise the inequality is dominated by the valid inequality j∈C x j ≥ 1 + z k for some k ∈ F C . We next consider an alternative dominant of Y , Y ↑↑ , defined by letting both sets of variables x and z be dominated:
conv(Y ↑↑ ) is also an interesting set to study, since for c ∈ R
The Benders inequalities are not valid for Y ↑↑ . However, partial cut inequalities and probabilistic s-t cut inequalities are valid for Y ↑↑ , and the conditions for them to be facet-defining for conv(Y ↑↑ ) are simpler than those for the set conv(Y ↑ ).
Proof. We adopt the same notations in the proof of Theorem 7. The "only if" part is trivial in both cases, since otherwise, inequality (6) and inequality (7) with some C C dominate the original inequality (6) and (7) with C. We then focus on the "if" part. First, observe that conv(Y ↑↑ ) is fulldimensional, since by definition the rays (e a , 0), ∀a ∈ A and (0, e k ), ∀k ∈ N are feasible directions for conv(Y ↑↑ ), and point (1 A , 1 N ) is feasible.
(a) Fix any a ∈ C. By minimality of C we have δ B (a ) = ∅. We prove that the following |N | + |A| points are feasible, satisfy the inequality (6) as an equation, and are affinely independent:
First, observe that all the above points satisfy a∈C x a = 1. We next show that the points in x 1 , x 2 , x 3 are points in Y ↑↑ . The points in x 1 satisfy the knapsack inequality (2b) by minimality of C. Also, by construction, for each point (x, z) ∈ x 1 , if z k = 1, then G k (A x ) contains an s-t path, which shows that logical constraints (2c) are satisfied. For each point (x, z) ∈ x 2 ∪ x 3 , there exists a point (x , z ) ∈ x 1 such that x ≥ x , and z ≥ z , and so (x, z) ∈ Y ↑↑ . Next, to prove these points are affinely independent, we subtract point (e a + 1 A\C , k ∈δ B (a ) e k + 1 N \(F C ) ) from all the other points, and the obtained |A| + |N | − 1 points that are linearly independent.
(b) Fix any a ∈ C. By minimality of C we have δ B (a ) = ∅. We prove that the following |N | + |A| points are feasible, satisfy the inequality (7) as an equation, and are affinely independent:
Observe that all the above points satisfy a∈C x a + k∈T z k = 1. We next show that the points in x 1 , ..., x 4 are in Y ↑↑ . First, consider a point (x, z) ∈ x 1 . (x, z) satisfies the knapsack inequality (2b) by minimality of C and satisfies the logical constraints (2c) by the definition of δ B (a). Therefore, (x, y) ∈ Y . Similarly, every point (x, z) ∈ x 3 is a point in Y . For any (x, z) ∈ x 2 ∪ x 4 , there exists (x , z ) ∈ x 1 ∪ x 3 ⊆ Y , such that x ≥ x and z ≥ z . Next, to prove these points are affinely independent, we subtract point (e a + 1 A\C , k ∈δ B (a ) e k + 1 N \(T ∪F C ) ) from all the points in the other sets, and the obtained |A| + |N | − 1 points are linearly independent.
A formulation based on probabilistic s-t cuts
The IP formulation (4) derived in the last section is based on using scenario-based s-t cuts to ensure that when z k = 1 the graph in scenario k defined by the vector x ∈ {0, 1} |A| contains an s-t path. In this section, inspired by the concept of a probabilistic s-t cut given in Definition 4, we derive an IP formulation that is based directly on an inequality characterization of when a random graph contains an s-t path with sufficiently high probability.
Given a random graphG, let C be the set of all -probabilistic s-t cuts inG. Also, for any Q ⊆ A, let χ Q be the incidence vector of Q, that is χ Q = (χ Q a ) a∈A ∈ R |A| with χ Q a = 1 if a ∈ Q and 0 otherwise.
Proof. Suppose Q satisfies P(S Q ) ≥ 1 − , and, for contradiction, that χ Q / ∈ X. Then, for some C ∈ C , C ∩ Q = ∅, which implies that Q ⊆ A \ C. However, by definition of C , P(F C ) > , and hence
has no s-t path}, and hence P(F C ) > and so C ∈ C . But χ Q a = 0 for all a ∈ C, and thus χ Q / ∈ X.
This leads to the following IP formulation of (1):
x ∈ {0, 1} |A| .
The inequalities (15b) are exactly the probabilistic s-t cut inequalities (6) . We next analyze the strength of the probabilistic s-t cut inequalities (15b). As in Section 2.1, rather than study conv(X), we instead study the convex hull of the dominant of X,
This is justified for nonnegative cost vectors as min{cx | x ∈ X ↑ } = min{cx | x ∈ X}.
Theorem 10. Let C ∈ C . Then, the corresponding probabilistic s-t cut inequality (15b), is facetdefining for conv(X ↑ ) if and only if C is minimal.
Proof. We use the same notation as introduced in the proof of Theorem 7. The "only if" part is immediate because if C is not minimal, then for some C C, C ∈ C , the inequality (15b) corresponding to C dominates the inequality corresponding to C. Now, let C be a minimal probabilistic s-t cut. We provide |A| affinely independent points in X ↑ that satisfy a∈C x a = 1. Let a ∈ C be fixed. Then, the |A| points e a + 1 A\C , for all a ∈ C, and e a + 1 A\C + e a , for all a ∈ A \ C satisfy a∈C x a = 1 and are affinely independent. For each a ∈ C, the point e a + 1 A\C ∈ X, since otherwise C would not be minimal. For each a ∈ A \ C, the point e a + 1 A\C + e a ∈ X ↑ since it dominates the point e a + 1 A\C ∈ X.
A branch-and-cut algorithm can be applied to solve the IP formulation (15) 
Proof. Let C be a minimal probabilistic s-t cut and let F = F C . Because C is a probabilistic s-t cut,
To show that C ⊆ k∈F C k , assume for contradiction that ∃a ∈ C, a / ∈ k∈F C k . We claim that C \ {a} is a probabilistic s-t cut, which contradicts the minimality of C. Since a / ∈ k∈F C k , a / ∈ C k for all k ∈ F , and hence C k ⊆ C \ {a} for all k ∈ F . Thus, C \ {a} is a scenario-based s-t cut in G k for all k ∈ F which implies C \ {a} is a probabilistic s-t cut.
The converse of the Proposition 11 does not hold, because if C k is a minimal scenario-based s-t cut in G k , for all k ∈ F , then C = k∈F C k may not be a minimal probabilistic s-t cut (C ∈ C is trivially true if P(F ) > ). However, any C ∈ C can be reduced to be minimal simply by removing arcs from C as long as it remains a probabilistic s-t cut.
Separation
We now describe how the valid inequalities described in the previous subsections can be separated within a branch-and-cut algorithm for solving the formulations (4) and (15) . Of particular importance, we show that ifx is integral, then (4c) and (6) can efficiently be separated exactly, which ensures correctness of a branch-and-cut algorithm for formulations (4) and (15), respectively.
Benders inequalities. Let (x,ẑ) ∈ [0, 1] |A|+|N | . To determine if there is a violated inequality in (4c) we must solve the following problem:
for each k ∈ N . Ifv k ≥ẑ k for all k ∈ N , then (x,ẑ) satisfies (4c). If, furthermore, (x,ẑ) is integral and satisfies (4b), then it is feasible to (4). Otherwise, we identify a k and C ∈ C k with a∈C x a <ẑ k , so that the corresponding inequality (4c) is violated.
Suppose thatx ∈ {0, 1} |A| . Then, solving (16) for a fixed k can be accomplished by conducting a graph search from node s in the graph G k (Ax) to determine the set of nodes S that can be reached from s using arcs in Ax ∩ A k . If t ∈ S, then a path from s to t exists, and so no cut C with a∈Cx a = 0 can be found. Thus,v k ≥ 1 ≥ẑ k . If t / ∈ S, then we can take C = δ
By construction,x a = 0 for all a ∈ C, and hence (4c) for this C and k cuts off the infeasible solution. The overall complexity of exact separation of (4c) whenx is integral is therefore O(|A||N |).
Now supposex ∈ [0, 1] |A| is not necessarily integral. For each k, (16) is the problem of finding a minimum weight scenario-based s-t cut in the graph G k , where the weight on each arc a ∈ A k is given byx a . A minimum scenario-based s-t cut in G k can be found by finding the maximum flow from s to t, which can be done, for example with complexity O(|V | 3 ) using a FIFO preflow-push algorithm [1] . A graph search can also be used as a heuristic for separating (4c) for fractionalx. For a scenario k ∈ N , we conduct a graph search on the graph induced by arcs with positivex values {a ∈ A k |x a > 0}. If t is not connected from s in this graph, a cut C with weight zero is found in G k . In our implementation, we use these separation routines in a hierarchical manner. For each scenario k ∈ N , we first use this graph search procedure to identify a cut with weight zero if one exists. If this fails, we then optionally solve the maximum flow problem to exactly separate (4c).
Probabilistic s-t cut inequalities. Proposition 11 shows that a probabilistic s-t cut can be obtained by combining scenario-based s-t cuts. Forx ∈ {0, 1} |A| , we first check whetherx is feasible (i.e.,x ∈ X) by checking if there exists an s-t path in G k (Ax) for each k ∈ N . We then obtain a set F ⊆ N of scenarios that do not contain an s-t path if Ax is the set of selected arcs. If P(F ) ≤ , thenx defines a feasible solution. Otherwise, for each k ∈ F , we obtain a scenario-based s-t cut, C k , in G k such thatx a = 0 for all a ∈ C k . Thus, if we let C = k∈F C k , then C is a probabilistic s-t cut, and a∈Cx a = 0, so we have found a probabilistic s-t cut inequality that cuts offx. Now supposex ∈ [0, 1] |A| is not necessarily integral. To heuristically separate (6), we use any of the methods described above for identifying low weight scenario-based s-t cuts in each scenario k ∈ N , and then attempt to combine these to obtain a violated probabilistic s-t cut inequality. Let F be the set of scenarios k ∈ N for which we have found a scenario-based s-t cut C k witĥ u k := a∈C kx a < 1. If P(F ) > , then for any F ⊆ F such that P(F ) > , the set C = k∈F C k is a probabilistic s-t cut. A simple strategy for choosing F ⊆ F is to start with F = ∅ and greedily add scenarios from F to F , in increasing order ofû k , until P(F ) > . After using this combination procedure to identify a candidate probabilistic s-t cut C, we sequentially remove arcs from C as long as C \ {a} remains a probabilistic s-t cut. This ensures that we only add minimal probabilistic s-t cuts. A naive implementation of this reduction procedure would be to conduct a new graph search in each scenario in F C to determine the set F C \{a} for each candidate arc a ∈ C, yielding a complexity of O(|A||C||F C |). Algorithm 1 describes an implementation of this reduction procedure that limits the work required to check P(F C \{a} ) > by using the connectivity information from the current arc set, reducing the complexity to a total of O(|A||F C |). We refer to this separation approach as "combine-and-reduce."
Partial cut inequalities. Given a relaxation solution (x,ẑ), we heuristically search for violated partial cut inequalities by sequentially removing arcs from a probabilistic s-t cut, one at a time. For each set of arcs C encountered in this reduction, with P(F C ) ≤ , the separation problem for Algorithm 1 A simple reduction algorithm to obtain a minimial probabilistic s-t cut.
Input: C ⊆ A and F C = {k ∈ N | G k (A \ C) does not contain any s-t path }, with P(
can be solved by finding:
Ifη < 1 − a∈Cx a , then a violated inequality is found (defined by any T that attains the minimum in (17)). The problem (17) is a knapsack problem, which can be solved heuristically using a greedy algorithm, by including in T just enough of the elements k ∈ N \ F C that have the smallest values ofẑ k /p k to obtain that P(T ) = k∈T p k > − P(F C ). In the important special case in which all scenarios are equally likely (p k = 1/|N |), (17) can be solved exactly with this greedy approach. In this case, the condition P(T ) > − P(F C ) becomes |T | ≥ q − |F C | + 1, where q = |N | . We then sort the values {ẑ k | k ∈ N \ F C } to obtain t 1 , . . . , t |N \F C | such thatẑ t 1 ≤ẑ t 2 ≤ · · · ≤ẑ t |N \F C | , and then set T = {t 1 , . . . , t q−|F C |+1 }. In our implementation, we continue removing arcs from our candidate set untilη ≥ 1, and add all violated partial cut inequalities found during the sequence.
Chance-constrained fully connected network design
In this section, we show how the methods developed in the last section for the chance-constrained s-t connected network design problem can be applied for the chance-constrained fully connected network design problem. First, note that, although our development for the s-t connected case was for a directed graph, it extends in a natural way to undirected graphs. Following previous related work, e.g., [9, 20] , we consider undirected graphs in this section. Given an undirected graph G = (V, E) with edges that may fail at random, we seek the minimum cost subset of edges such that all nodes are simultaneously connected with probability at least 1 − . Assume we have a set N of edge failure scenarios, where each scenario k ∈ N happens with probability p k , where k∈N p k = 1. The set of available edges in senario k ∈ N is E k ⊆ E. Given a set of edges Q, we let the graph G k (Q) be the graph with node set V and edge set E k ∩ Q. For Q ⊆ E, let S Q = {k ∈ N | G k (Q) is fully connected}. The chance-constrained fully connected network design problem is: min
Theorem 12. The chance-constrained fully connected network design problem (18) is N P-hard in the special case in which p k = 1/|N | for all k ∈ N .
Proof. The proof is nearly identical to the proof for Theorem 1 for s-t connected case, so we only sketch the differences. The construction of the graph is the same, except that in this case the graph is undirected and and the nodes s and t are not included. The other modification is that, given a "Yes" instance of DPCLP, a solution verifying that the decision version of the constructed instance is "Yes" is obtained by defining x by:
• For j = 1, 2, ..., m: If max k∈I {ξ kj } = 0, let x (r j ,r j+1 ) = x (v j ,r j+1 ) = 1 and x (r j ,v j ) = 0; If max k∈I {ξ kj } = 1, let x (r j ,r j+1 ) = 0 and
This modification ensures that the constructed solution corresponds to a spanning tree, as opposed to an s-t path, in every required scenario.
A formulation based on scenario-based graph cuts
Introducing variables z k for k ∈ N to model whether or not the graph obtained in scenario k is connected, we obtain the following formulation of (18):
subject to
where E x := {e ∈ E | x e = 1}. For each individual scenario k ∈ N , a natural way of modeling the full connectivity of the graph G k (E x ) is given by the following undirected cut formulation (see [4] ),
where δ k (S) is the set of edges in G k with exactly one endpoint in S, and (20a) are undirected cut inequalities. This motivates the following formulation, analogous to formulation (4) in the s-t connectivity case:
x ∈ {0, 1} |E| , z ∈ {0, 1} |N | .
For each scenario k ∈ N , the undirected cut formulation (20) can be strengthened using the partition inequalities [30, 42] :
where (V 1 , . . . , V p ) denotes a partition of the node set V , and δ k (V 1 , . . . , V p ) is the set of edges e ∈ E k that have endpoints in two different sets of the partition. Chopra [16] showed that the partition inequalities (22) and x ≥ 0 fully describe the dominant of spanning tree polytope. The cut inequalities (20a) are a special case of the partition inequalities (22) with partition (V 1 , V 2 ) = (S, V \ S). Thus, the Benders formulation (21) is strengthened by replacing (21c) with:
For any k ∈ N and partition (V 1 , . . . , V p ) we call δ k (V 1 , . . . , V p ) a scenario-based graph cut, and we call (23) the scenario-based partition inequalities. We mention that, using an argument similar to the s-t connectivity case in Section 2.1, integrality on z variables in (21d) can be relaxed. Another alternative to strengthen the undirected cut formulation (20) is to use a directed cut formulation with an additional set of variables (see, e.g., [29] ). Following [29] , we introduce a pair of binary variables y k ij and y k ji for each edge e = {i, j} ∈ E k to represent the two directions edge {i, j} could be traversed. This yields the following directed cut formulation:
where r k ∈ V is a root node chosen arbitrarily. Constraints (24a) ensure there exists a directed path from r k to every node v ∈ V \ {r k } using the directed arcs chosen by y k . For deterministic connectivity problems, this formulation yields tighter relaxation bounds than (20) , and is advantageous because the number of variables is only doubled (after the redundant x e variables are removed) and the inequalities (24a) can be separated efficiently using minimum cut algorithms. Using (24) for the chance-constrained fully connected network design problem, the constraints in formulation (21) can be replaced by:
Formulation (25) requires an additional set of y variables for each scenario k ∈ N . Thus, in contrast to the case of deterministic graphs, the formulation based on (24) is significantly larger than the undirected cut formulation (21) . A formulation based on (25) would be very attractive if we could fix y k = y k for all scenarios k, k ∈ N , so that only one set of y variables would be needed. Unfortunately, this is not the case, as the example in Figure 3 shows. This example has two scenarios, and we require that both scenarios be satisfied. Edge {1, 3} fails in the first scenario and edge {0, 2} fails in the second scenario. Consider the solution that selects all four edges. This solution is feasible because the graph is fully connected in both scenarios. However, if node 0 is chosen as the root in both scenarios, then we must set y 1 23 = 1 in the first scenario, and y 2 32 = 1 in the second scenario. Because of this restriction that formulation (25) introduces variables y k for all scenarios k ∈ N , we choose to instead use the undirected cut formulation in which (21c) are strengthened by using the scenario-based partition inequalities (23) .
We can also extend the idea of probabilistic s-t cuts to the fully connected network design case. Given C ⊆ E, and an integer p ≥ 2, we let
has at least p connected components} and we call C an −probabilistic graph cut if P(F C 2 ) > , or simply a probabilistic graph cut when is understood. Also, for C ⊆ E, let
For any p ≥ 2, we call C a probabilistic p-cut if p(C) = p. Let C be the family of all probabilistic graph cuts, and for all p ≥ 2 let C p be the family of all probabilistic p-cuts. Then, C = p≥2 C p . The following probabilistic graph cut inequalities
are valid for (19).
A formulation based on probabilistic graph cuts
Using similar arguments in the s-t connectivity case, we can formulate the chance-constrained fully connected network design problem (19) using only probabilistic graph cuts:
Separation
We now describe separation routines for scenario-based partition inequalities (23) and probabilistic graph cut inequalities (26) . We first describe a graph search based procedure for separation of scenario-based partition inequalities (23) , which is exact ifx is integral and is a heuristic otherwise. Let (x,ẑ) be a given relaxation solution, and consider a fixed scenario k withẑ k > 0. We conduct a graph search in the graph induced by edges {e ∈ E k |x e > 0} to identify the connected components, V 1 , . . . , V p , in the graph. If p > 1, then this yields a scenario-based graph cut δ k (V 1 , . . . , V p ), and we obtain a violated scenario-based partition inequality (23) since, by definition e∈δ k (V 1 ,. ..,Vp)x e = 0. This is an exact separation procedure ifx is integral, which ensures the correctness of a branch-and-cut algorithm. Separation of scenario-based partition inequalities (23) having p = 2, can be done by finding a minimum weight cut in the graph G k , where the weight of each edge e ∈ E k is given byx e . In our implementation, we use the minimum cut algorithm proposed by Hao and Orlin in [22] , and implemented in [24] . Exact separation of scenario-based partition inequalities (23) for any p(C) ≥ 2, can also be done. Givenx ∈ R |E| + , Baïou and Barahona [6] give a procedure for exact separation of partition inequalities of the form e∈δ(V 1 ,...,Vp) x e ≥ p − 1, based on solving a sequence of minimum cut problems. Ifẑ k > 0, by definingx e =x e /ẑ k , the scenario-based partition inequality (23) will be violated if and only ifx violates a partition inequality in G k . We use these separation routines hierarchically, first attempting the simple graph search, then attempting to find a violated scenario-based partition inequality with p(C) = 2 if the simple search fails, and finally attempting exact separation when both of these separation routines fail.
To separate probabilistic graph cut inequalities (26), we extend the combine-and-reduce framework for generating probabilistic s-t cut inequalities (6) . Let F ⊆ N be a set of scenarios with P(F ) > , and let δ k (V 1 , ..., V p ) be a scenario-based graph cut in scenario k, ∀k ∈ F . Then C = k∈F δ k (V 1 , ..., V p ) is a probabilistic graph cut, and we obtain a valid inequality e∈C x e ≥ p(C)−1.
To strengthen this inequality, we follow the idea of Algorithm 1 to conduct a sequential reduction on C to make C a minimal probabilistic graph cut. Note that in this case, we are not limited to a specific p(C) value in (26) . Instead, we obtain a whole family of minimal probabilistic p(C)-cuts with different p(C) values as long as p(C) ≥ 2 by sequential reduction.
For fomulation (27) , which uses only probabilistic graph cut inequalities, we found it helpful to also use a simple greedy heuristic to attempt to find more violated inequalities. The heuristic greedily includes edges in a set C sequentially, in increasing order ofx e values as long as e∈Cx e ≤ 6 andx e ≤ 0.9. We then check if the obtained set C is a probabilistic graph cut, and if so we conduct a full sequential reduction on it, as described in the previous paragraph.
Computational Experiments
We now present the results of computational experiments using our branch-and-cut algorithms to solve the formulations introduced in Section 2 and 3.
Implementation Details
Basic settings. We implement the branch-and-cut algorithms within the commercial integer programming solver IBM Ilog CPLEX, version 12.2. We turn off the CPLEX Presolve and set the number of threads to one. We set the CPLEX MIPEmphasis parameter to "optimality" and set the CPLEX variable selection strategy to "pseudo reduced cost". Separation of valid inequalities is done within a cut callback that is called by CPLEX throughout the branch-and-bound tree, and in particular is called at every integral solution, so that a cut will be added if the solution does not satisfy all constraints of the formulation. We use the graph library LEMON [24] for solving graph-related subroutines. All tests are conducted on a Linux workstation with eight 2.93GHz processors and 2.9Gb memory. We use a time limit of 3600 seconds for s-t connected instances and 14400 seconds for fully connected instances.
Heuristics. We implement two heuristics for finding feasible solutions, represented by Q ⊆ A. The first heuristic is a very simple greedy strategy that is called at every node in the branch-andbound tree. Given a relaxation solutionx, we sort the values ofx a so thatx t 1 ≥x t 2 ≥ · · · ≥x t |A| . We then findr = max{r | r i=1 c t i ≤ U B}, where U B is the objective value of the best feasible solution found so far, and set Q = {t 1 , . . . , t r }. If P(S Q ) ≥ 1 − , then Q is a feasible solution that, by construction, has cost no larger than U B. We then attempt to improve this solution by sequentially removing arcs a ∈ Q from Q as long as P(S Q\{a} ) ≥ 1 − . We also occasionally call a more intensive greedy heuristic. In this heuristic, given a relaxation solutionx, we begin with a candidate set of arcs Q = {a ∈ A |x a = 1}. We then find the set S Q ⊆ N , and if P(S Q ) ≥ 1 − we stop with this feasible solution and perform the sequential arc reduction to improve it. Otherwise, we identify a scenario k ∈ N \ S Q that has the minimum cost s-t path, using costsc a = 0 if a ∈ Q andc a = c a if a / ∈ Q. We then add the arcs in the optimal s-t path of this scenario to the candidate set Q, thus ensuring that an s-t path now exists in scenario k. With the new set Q, we again find the set S Q and repeat this procedure until either a∈Q c a > U B (if a feasible solution with cost U B is known) or P(S Q ) ≥ 1 − . In the latter case, we sequentially remove arcs from a ∈ Q from Q as long as Q \ {a} remains feasible. This heuristic is run after solving the initial LP relaxation, once every node for the first 100 nodes, and once every 5 nodes after 100 nodes and before 1000 nodes. We also call this heuristic before our branch-and-cut algorithm starts, in which case we initialize Q = ∅. This heuristic is guaranteed to find a feasible solution if one exists, so this ensures that the branch-and-cut algorithm begins with a feasible solution. These heuristic routines are extended in an obvious way to the chance-constrained fully connected network design problem. Dominance. Ruszczyński [37] showed how a notion of dominance between scenarios can be used to strengthen a MIP formulation of a chance-constrained optimization problem. We adapt these ideas to show how dominance can be used to fix variables in formulation (4) and to save work in searching for violated inequalities in formulations (4) and (15) . We describe the idea for the s-t connected problem, but it extends in an obvious way to the fully connected problem. Given two scenarios j, k ∈ N , we say k dominates j, denoted k j, if the set of available arcs in scenario j is a subset of available arcs in scenario k, i.e.,
for any feasible set of arcs Q, G k (Q) must be s-t connected, since otherwise for all j ∈ D(k), G j (Q) would not be s-t connected, and so
Then, for each k ∈ D, we can fix z k = 1 in formulation (4), and hence any scenario-based s-t cut in G k defines a probabilistic s-t cut. For each scenario k ∈ D, define I(k) := D(k) \ D, and let I := {k ∈ D | P(I(k)) > }. Our interest in the set I is that, Benders inequalities (4c) for scenarios k ∈ I are not needed in formulation (4), and thus scenarios in k ∈ I can be ignored after fixing z k = 1.
Proposition 13. Excluding inequalities (4c) for all k ∈ I does not change the set of feasible solutions in formulation (4).
Proof. Let k ∈ I, so that P(I(k)) > , and let C ∈ C k . We show that the Benders inequality a∈C x a ≥ z k is implied by the remaining constraints in (4). Because C is a scenario-based s-t cut in G k , C is also a scenario-based s-t cut in G i for all i ∈ I(k). By definition I(k) ∩ D = ∅, and hence I(k) ∩ I = ∅, so the scenario-based cuts derived from scenarios i ∈ I(k) are not excluded in (4). Thus, the inequalities a∈C x a ≥ z i , are included for all i ∈ I(k). Adding these inequalities, with weight p i applied to each, yields i∈I(k) p i a∈C x a ≥ i∈I(k) p i z i . We claim that i∈I(k) p i z i > 0, since otherwise, i∈N p i z i = i∈N \I(k) p i z i ≤ i∈N \I(k) p i < 1 − , which violates the reliability constraint (4b). Consequently, a∈C x a > 0, and by integrality of x, this implies that a∈C x a ≥ 1 ≥ z k .
Similarly, the following proposition shows that if a set of arcs C is a probabilistic s-t cut, i.e., P(F C ) > , then also P(F C \ I) > . Thus, when searching for violated probabilistic s-t cut inequalities to check if a candidate solution is feasible to (15), it is not necessary to check whether an s-t path exists in scenarios k ∈ I.
Proof. Let C be a probabilistic s-t cut, so that P(F C ) > . The result is trivial if F C ∩ I = ∅. So assume F C ∩ I = ∅, and choose any k ∈ F C ∩ I. Then P(I(k)) > , and I(k) ⊆ F C \ I since each scenario in I(k) is dominated by scenario k and G k (A \ C) does not have an s-t path because k ∈ F C . Thus P(F C \ I) ≥ P(I(k)) > .
In our implementation, we first solve the root LP relaxation considering only scenarios in the set I. Given a relaxation solution (x,ẑ) for formulation (4) orx for formulation (15), we obtain probabilistic s-t cuts by just solving minimum cut problems for scenarios in I, and add violated probabilistic s-t cut inequalities to the root LP relaxation. We resolve the root LP relaxation and repeat until no violated valid inequalities can be found. The inequalities found during this procedure are then included in the initial formulation given to CPLEX. We then begin the branchand-cut algorithm. From then on, we ignore scenarios in the set I, which is justified by Proposition 13 and Proposition 14.
Dominance is likely to occur more often when the arcs in the random network are more reliable, since then fewer arcs are likely to fail in each scenario. In our experiments, we found that dominance rarely occurred for the s-t connectivity instances, and hence we do not apply these ideas for solving them. The edges in the full connectivity instances are more reliable by our construction, so that dominance frequently occurs for these. (See Table 6 for the average size of I in our full connectivity test instances.) Applying the dominance ideas to these instances improved the computational results.
Cut selection. Adding many cuts will slow down the solution of the LP relaxation, especially when the cuts are approximately parallel. To mitigate this effect, we apply a cut selection strategy motivated by [3] . We apply the strategy within each round of cut generation. Among all cuts that are generated in the current round, we aim to select a subset of cuts that are not too parallel to each other. Consider two generic cuts α i y ≥ β i and α j y ≥ β j , where y represents (x, z) in Benders inequalities (4c) and scenario-based partition inequalities (23) , and x in probabilistic s-t cut inequalities (6) and probabilistic graph cuts (26) . A measure of parallelism θ(i, j) between these two cuts is defined as follows:
Let C can be the set of candidate cuts, and C added be the set of cuts that have been added to the LP relaxation in the current round. Initially, we add the deepest cut with respect to the current relaxation solutionŷ, i.e., the cut αy ≥ β that has the largest normalized violation value (β − αŷ)/ α 1 , and include it in C added . Then, in decreasing order of normalized cut violation, we add cut i ∈ C can if θ(i, j) < θ 0 , ∀j ∈ C added , where θ 0 is a parameter that controls the acceptable level of parallelism. In our experiments, we use θ 0 = 0.7 for the s-t connected case and θ 0 = 0.5 in the full connected case. We check parallelism separately for Benders inequalities (4c) and probabilistic s-t cut inequalities (6) , and similarly for the fully-connected formulations. We also set a cut violation threshold δ = 0.2 for adding Benders inequalities (4c) and scenario-based partition inequalities (23) , and cut violation threshold δ = 0.1 for adding probabilistic s-t cut inequalities (6), partial cut inequalities (7), and probabilistic graph cut inequalities (26).
Chance-constrained s-t connected network design
In this section we compare the branch-and-cut methods for solving formulation (4), the alternative formulation (15) , and the extended formulation that directly uses the MIP formulation based on (3) in Section 2. We test the proposed algorithms on random graphs constructed from deterministic graphs in the OR Library [7] . The set of arcs, A, and their corresponding costs, c a for a ∈ A, are based on these deterministic instances. The instances used and their sizes are shown in Table 2 . For a given graph G = (V, A), we create a random graph as follows. First, for simplicity, we assume the arcs a ∈ A fail independently with probability ρ a . We emphasize, however, that independence is not required by our methods. These failure probabilities are randomly generated independently according to the exponential distribution with mean λ = 0.1. After the failure probabilities, ρ a , have been generated, we generate a set N of failure scenarios by taking a Monte Carlo sample with these failure probabilities fixed, and set p k = 1/|N | for all k ∈ N . We check if there is any set of identical scenarios S ⊂ N , and if so, we choose k ∈ S and set p k = |S|/|N | and delete the scenarios in S \ {k}. For each graph instance and sample size |N | we repeat this procedure five times to obtain five different instances. (The failure probabilities are re-sampled each time, so the underlying distribution of arc failures is different in the different instances, not just the sample.) We present the average performance over the five instances. The instances and full computational results with respect to individual instances are available from the authors upon request. Unless otherwise stated, we use = 0.05 as the risk tolerance.
Instance |V |  |A|  rcsp1  100  955  rcsp3  100  990  rcsp5  200 2040  rcsp7  200 2080   Table 2 : Graphs used to construct test instances for s-t connected network design and their sizes.
We investigate three options for our branch-and-cut methods: Benders: Solve formulation (4) using only (4c). At every relaxation solution (x,ẑ), for each scenario k ∈ N withẑ k > δ, we first use the simple graph search procedure to search for a violated Benders inequalities (4c). In addition, if this fails, we optionally solve a maximum flow problem to exactly separate Benders inequalities (4c). Exact separation is done in this case for every relaxation solution at the root node, at every node in the branch-and-bound tree up to depth d = 8, and beyond that, when the depth of the node is a multiple of five. Exact separation is done at most once for non-root nodes. Furthermore, we limit the number of Benders inequalities that we add per round to be no more than M = 20.
Benders+: Solve formulation (4) using (4c), probabilistic s-t cut inequalities (6) , and partial cut inequalities (7) . The separation approach for (4c) is identical to option Benders. We use the combine-and-reduce procedure that we described in Section 2.3. After combining scenario-based cuts to obtain a probabilistic s-t cut C, we reduce C to be minimal following two different sequences: lexicographic and decreasing order of relaxation valuesx a , potentially yielding two different minimal cuts. We further reduce these minimal probabilistic s-t cuts to search for violated partial cut inequalities (7) .
Prob s-t: Solve formulation (15), using the same combine-and-reduce strategy in Benders+ to separate probabilistic s-t cut inequalities (6) . Table 3 presents the results of the extended formulation and the Benders version of the branchand-cut algorithm on a set of small instances. We use the following notation in this and other tables:
• #: Number of instances solved to optimality within the time limit.
• #Mem: Number of instances that hit the memory limit during the solution process.
• AvgT: Average computational time, in seconds, for the instances solved to optimality.
• AvgG: Average optimality gap remaining when the time limit is reached, for the instances that are not solved to optimality. Optimality gap is calculated as (U B − LB)/U B, where U B and LB are the values of the best upper and lower bounds found by the method. "-" means all five instances were solved to optimality.
• AvgN: Average number of nodes processed for the instances solved to optimality.
• AvgR: Average root gap. Root gap is calculated as (U * − RLB)/U * where U * is the true optimal value and RLB is the lower bound provided at the root node after it is processed.
• AvgR-T: Average processing time at the root node.
• AvgNC: Average number of cuts added, for the instances solved to optimality. (3) and branch-and-cut method Benders. Table 3 demonstrates that the extended formulation based on (3) is not practical. This is because the formulation is so large that even solving the LP relaxation becomes too time-consuming. Moreover, as the number of scenarios increases, for example, for instances with more than 200 scenarios, the extended formulation frequently hits the memory limit. In contrast, the Benders formulation solves all of these small instances in less than one minute. Table 4 : Average computational time and number of nodes processed for the three branch-and-cut algorithms. Table 4 presents results comparing the different variants of the branch-and-cut algorithms on larger instances, by showing the number of instances that can be solved, average computational times and average numbers of processed nodes. This table demonstrates that option Prob s-t, based on formulation (15) , generally yields the shortest computation time, and is the only option to solve all instances within the time limit. Comparing the computational time and number of processed nodes for options Benders and Benders+ in Table 4 , we see that adding probabilistic s-t cut inequalities and partial cut inequalities to formulation (4) reduces the number of nodes and leads to many more instances being solved within the time limit. Comparing options Benders+ and Prob s-t, we see that Benders+ benefits in terms of number of nodes from using Benders inequalities, but takes more time at each node on average, leading to longer total solution times. Table 5 presents the average root optimality gaps and average time to process the root node for all options, and the average total number of cuts added for options Benders+ and Prob s-t. Option Benders+, which uses probabilistic s-t cut inequalities and partial cut inequalities, has significantly smaller gap than option Benders in most cases, and also tends to require less time processing the root node. Benders+ also yields smaller root gaps than Prob s-t. In spite of this, we saw from Table  4 that Prob s-t yielded the best overall performance. As Table 5 demonstrates, Prob s-t spends less time processing the root node, and adds fewer cuts in total, leading to significantly shorter time to process each node on average. In addition, despite the poor root gaps of Prob s-t, Table  4 indicates that the number of nodes processed using this option is not significantly higher than Table 5 : Average root optimality gaps, average time to precess the root node, and average number of cuts added for the three branch-and-cut algorithms.
the number of nodes processed by option Benders+. A possible explanation for why option Prob s-t has relatively large root gap but yet does not process too many nodes is that, the probabilistic s-t cut inequalities (15b) provide a tight relaxation bound, but our methods are most effective at separating them at integral solutions which are mostly found throughout the branch-and-bound tree, as opposed to at the root node. This suggests there is room for improvement in devising effective and computationally efficient strategies for separating probabilistic s-t cut inequalities at fractional solutions.
Chance-constrained fully connected network design
We now present computational results of our branch-and-cut methods for solving formulations (21) and (27) for chance-constrained fully-connected network design problems. We test the proposed algorithms on random graphs constructed from deterministic graphs in the Survivable Network Design Data Library (SNDLIB) [34] . The instances used and their sizes are shown in Table 6 . We construct the random graphs in the same way as the s-t connectivity case, except that in this case the edge failure probability follows an exponential distribution with mean λ = 0.01. For each graph we create five different sampled instances, for sample sizes N ∈ {100, 500, 1000}. We present the average performance measures over the five instances. We choose a small λ value in this case because the underlying graph instances are sparse, and so a larger failure probability leads to many scenarios k in which G k is disconnected, so that the connectivity requirement cannot be met even if all edges are selected. Such scenarios can trivially be discarded, making the instance easier to solve, and possibly even leading to a trivially infeasible instance. On the other hand, when the edges are more reliable, dominance between scenarios is more common, so that the set of scenarios, I, for which we can fix z k = 1 in (21) and that can be ignored when searching for violated probabilistic s-t cut inequalities, is larger. This is demonstrated in Table 6 , which shows the average size of I for each instance and sample size. Table 6 : Graphs used to construct test instances for fully connected network design and their sizes, and also the average size of the set of scenarios that can be excluded using the dominance condition in our sampled instances.
We investigate three options for our branch-and-cut methods: BendersFull: Solve formulation (21) using only (23) . At every relaxation solution (x,ẑ), for each scenario k ∈ N withẑ k > δ, use the graph search procedure to search for violated scenario-based partition inequalities (23) . If this fails, optionally separate scenario-based partition inequalities having p = 2 exactly using a minimum cut algorithm. If this also fails, optionally call the exact separation routine for scenario-based partition inequalities (23) . We call all the subroutines at the root node, and every node in the branch-and-bound tree up to depth d = 4. Beyond that, we call the minimum cut routine if the depth of the node is a multiple of five, and the exact scenario-based partition inequality separation routine if the depth is a multiple of 15. The minimum cut and exact separation routines are done at most once for non-root nodes.
BendersFull+: Solve formulation (21) using (23) and also probabilistic graph cut inequalities (26) derived from scenario-based partition inequalities using the combine-and-reduce procedure. Given a set of scenarios F with P(F ) > , we obtain a probabilistic graph cut C by combining scenario-based graph cuts derived from the scenarios in F , and then conduct a full sequential reduction on the obtained probabilistic p(C)-cut.
ProbFull: Solve formulation (27) . Given a relaxation solutionx, we use the same combineand-reduce strategy as in option BendersFull+ for separation of probabilistic graph cut inequalities, except that we additionally use the greedy heuristic described in Section 3.3. Table 7 presents the average computational time and average number of processed nodes for the three options, and the average root optimality gap for options BendersFull+ and ProbFull. These results indicate that option BendersFull+ has the best computational performance. Also, option ProbFull, which uses the probabilistic graph cut formulation (27) , performs relatively poorly, which is in contrast to the results for the s-t connected case. The root optimality gaps are much larger for option ProbFull, and in this case this translates to requiring significantly more nodes in the branchand-bound tree than option BendersFull+. Comparing option BendersFull and BendersFull+, we see some improvement in the computational time, and number of nodes processed, suggesting that the probabilistic graph cut inequalities do help this formulation. On the other hand, the average root gaps for option BendersFull (not shown in the table) are very similar to those obtained with option BendersFull+. We also observe that in general the fully connected network design problem appears much more difficult than the s-t connected design problem, as the number of nodes required to solve these instances can increase dramatically as the number of scenarios increases, especially for instance Pioro40.
As a point of comparison, in [9] random versions of the deterministic instances Cost266 and Pioro40 are also used to test their methods (heuristic and exact) for solving the chance-constrained fully-connected network design problem, although we do not have the details on how they create ' †': One instance is not in time limit. We use 14400s and # of nodes up to the time limit for that instance. Table 7 : Average optimality gap, solution time, number of nodes, and root gap results for chanceconstrained fully connected network design instances. random versions. (The instances Atlanta and Di-yuan are also tested, but results of their exact method are not reported.) In [9] , they report results for graphs with a maximum of 70 scenarios. For random graphs based on the Cost266 instance, their exact method takes on average more than 6000 seconds. In contrast, we are able to solve instances with up to 1000 scenarios in a little more than one minute on average. For the random graphs based on the Pioro40 instance, their exact method takes on average more than 1500 hours to solve, and our algorithm is able to solve them within 2 hours on average for instances with 1000 scenarios. Unfortunately, we cannot draw a final conclusion from this comparison, as the instances are not identical (because the randomization schemes are different) and the methods are run on different machines.
Solution Quality
In this section, we illustrate the potential of the chance-constrained model to provide a rich variety of solutions, by comparing the solutions obtained from the chance-constrained model with the optimal solutions of the classic survivable network design (SND) model [20] in terms of reliability and cost. We take the deterministic graph instance Di-yuan, and consider two cases for the reliability of the edges: high reliability, with edge failure probabilities generated according to the exponential distribution with mean λ = 0.01, and low reliability, where λ = 0.1 is used. For each case (high and low reliability) we obtain five different sample approximations, each with 500 scenarios based on the fixed edge failure probabilities that we generated. We solve each instance with various values of risk tolerance parameter . (For the high edge reliability case is ranged from 0 to 0.1, incremented by 0.01, and for the low edge-reliability case is ranged from 0 to 0.4, incremented by 0.05.) After solving those instances, we estimate the failure probability of the solutions by checking them with a large sample of 10 6 scenarios generated using the same edge failure probabilities. We show the scatter plots of the objective (cost) and the estimated failure probability (risk) of all solutions in Figure 4 : Scatter plot of solutions obtained using the chance-constrained formulation using varying values and optimal SND solutions obtained using k = 1, 2, 3, for a network with low average edge failure rate (λ = 0.01).
Figures 4 and 5. For comparison with the SND model, we also show the optimal SND solutions on the plot, using different edge connectivity requirements k, k = 1, 2, 3 for the high-edge reliability case, and k = 2, 3, 4 for low edge-reliability case.
We observe from Figure 4 that, in the case of high edge-reliability, the optimal SND solutions lie on the efficient frontier of cost and risk identified by the chance-constrained solutions. However, when the edges are less reliable, Figure 5 demonstrates that the optimal SND solutions obtained with k = 2 and k = 3 are dominated by chance-constrained solutions, in the sense that they have both higher risk and higher cost than some chance-constrained solutions. Furthermore, the discrete nature of the SND reliability requirement (minimum connectivity k must be an integer) leads to wide gaps: increasing k by just one simultaneously induces a large reduction in risk and increase in cost. In contrast, this example demonstrates that the chance-constrained model has the potential to yield a wide variety of solutions on the efficient frontier of cost and risk.
Concluding Remarks
We studied solution methods of a chance-constrained reliable network design model. We first studied the problem of finding a minimum cost set of arcs in a directed graph such that node s is connected to node t with high probability. After showing this problem is N P-hard, we proposed two formulations and corresponding branch-and-cut algorithms to solve them. The first formulation is based on the max-flow min-cut theorem applied to scenarios of the random graph, thus enforcing the existence of an s-t path in selected scenarios by adding inequalities derived from s-t cuts in scenarios of the random graph. The second formulation uses an extension of the s-t cut concept to random graphs to define the set of feasible solutions. We analyzed the strength of valid inequalities for both formulations. Computational experiments indicate that while a simple extended formulation has difficulty solving this problem for even a moderate number of scenarios, the branch-and-cut algorithms we proposed can solve instances having up to 200 nodes, 2000 arcs, and 5000 scenarios. We also demonstrated how the same ideas can be used to design undirected networks in which all nodes must be connected simultaneously with high probability. We extended both formulations for the chance-constrained s-t connected network design problem to this case, with the simple modification that we use probabilistic graph cuts in place of probabilistic s-t cuts. However, in this case an additional class of valid inequalities -the partition inequalities -is important. Once again, we found that a probabilistic extension of these inequalities can be obtained, and is useful for computational performance.
Although the methods we have presented are promising, because the root gaps obtained by these formulations were often large, there appears to be room for improvement in deriving methods for separating strong valid inequalities at fractional solutions. This appears to be more important for the full connectivity network design instances, which we found more challenging than the s-t connected instances.
Another possible direction for future work is to explore connections between the formulations presented in this paper with the stochastic network interdiction problem (SNIP) with binary interdiction [17] . In particular, it is straightforward to show that the set of all minimal probabilistic s-t cuts in a graph and the set of all minimal feasible solutions to (1) form a blocking pair of clutters (see [31] ). Using the theory of blocking clutters, this immediately yields a formulation analogous to (15) for the problem of finding a minimum weight probabilistic s-t cut in a random graph, where feasible solutions of (1) yield inequalities that define the set of probabilistic s-t cuts, analogous to (15b). The only difference between this problem and SNIP is that in SNIP the role of objective and constraint are swapped: the goal is to choose a set of arcs that maximizes probability of disconnecting s from t, with a budget constraint on the sum of the weights in the selected arcs. It would be interesting to investigate whether the approach used in this paper may be useful for this class of problems.
